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Abstract

Silicon carbide Super-GTOs are being pursued by the Army as a replacement for current silicon-based, high-power pulse switches. In this study, 0.5 cm² silicon carbide SGTOs were evaluated in an RLC pulse circuit which provided a half-sine shaped pulse at a width of 1 ms. The parameters assessed were peak current capability, 1000-shot reliability, and current sharing between parallel switches. SGTOs were pulsed as high as 1600 A, but 1250 A was found to be the most reliable and repeatable current level for most devices. This current waveform corresponds to an action of 850 A²s and a current density over the emitter area of 3.5 kA/cm². SGTOs were pulsed for over 1000 single shots without any significant change in forward voltage drop. A pair of parallel SGTOs was pulsed up to a total of 2600 A, and repeatedly at 2500 A, with current sharing within ± 1%. This paper details the evaluations of individual and paralleled devices which are being studied in preparation for future work with multi-chip modules.

I. INTRODUCTION

To support the development of compact, light-weight, power-dense switches for mobile platforms, the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is researching the capabilities of silicon carbide Super-GTOs. As material development improves, silicon carbide SGTOs of larger area and higher hold-off voltage are being fabricated at reasonable wafer yield levels [1]. The SGTOs evaluated in this study are four times the area of the last generation of SiC SGTOs and have almost double the voltage blocking. In the current ARL evaluations, silicon carbide SGTOs show wide-pulse (1-ms width) current capabilities with a factor of 1.5 times higher current and 2.5 times higher action compared to similar 3.5 cm² silicon devices when normalized for footprint area [2]. The benefits of silicon carbide include high breakdown electric field, high thermal conductivity, and wide energy bandgap [3]. Compared to silicon power switches, silicon carbide SGTOs show lower voltage drop at high current densities, which leads to lower losses in high-power systems. Silicon carbide’s high current density pulse capabilities and potential for 10-20 kV forward voltage blocking will allow for fewer parallel and series switches and an overall reduction in weight and volume for Army systems [4, 5].

The Super-GTO design, originated by Silicon Power Corp., is being pursued because of the high level of performance it demonstrated on large-scale switches for narrow-pulse vehicle applications. The prefix “Super” denotes a thin chip with a multi-zone high voltage termination and specially designed gate and cathode contacts [6]. If the SGTOs continue to show power-dense, reliable performance for wide-pulse applications, they will become critical components for Army vehicle systems.

II. DESIGN AND PACKAGING

A. Description of the SGTO

The silicon carbide SGTO was designed and fabricated for ARL through cooperative agreements with Silicon Power Corp. and Cree, Inc. It has a footprint of 0.49 cm² and a central active area (or mesa) of 0.36 cm². It is built on an n⁺ SiC substrate, which results in much higher conductivity as compared to p-type substrates in SiC (Fig. 1). A 15-zone JTE and a 60 um thick blocking epi-layer allow for forward voltage hold-off beyond 5 kV. The SGTOs have limited reverse blocking capability. All of the devices evaluated in this study are from one 75 mm 4H-SiC wafer with low basal plane dislocations (Fig. 2).
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B. Packaging at ARL

The SGTOs were individually packaged at ARL. The cathode of each die was attached to a commercially-available power package with eutectic AuSn die attach solder. Five-mil aluminum wire bonds were attached to the anode and gate pads on the surface of the device, totaling 48 wires for the anode and five wires for the gate (Fig. 3). The shallow well of the power package was filled with a clear silicone-based potting compound in order to prevent high-voltage flashover and provide some mechanical protection for the wire bonds.

C. Static Characteristics

Seven of the packaged SGTOs were high-potted to roughly 0.1 mA/cm² current leakage. Six of them showed blocking voltages greater than 7.0 kV DC prior to pulse switching. The forward voltage drop (V_f) at turn-on was 2.9 V, with an applied gate current of 100 mA between the gate and anode (Fig. 4). The reverse gate-anode blocking capability varied across the wafer, but was most commonly found to be greater than 20 V. The gate current for the 1-ms, high-current switching was a -1.2 A pulse of 30 us duration.

III. EVALUATION METHODS

A. Evaluation

The focus of the study was to determine the switching capabilities of the 0.5 cm² SGTO under sinusoidal, 1-ms wide, single-shot pulse conditions. The key parameters considered were repeatable peak current, current sharing between parallel SGTOs, Tq recovery, and dV/dt immunity, with the latter two parameters being reported on separately [7]. System switching requirements were determined and integrated into the test circuit design in order to evaluate the SGTOs under application-specific conditions. Similar ongoing evaluations of silicon SGTOs were being conducted at ARL, so the same test circuit was used for these silicon carbide SGTOs [2]. The circuit consists of a high-energy capacitor bank, an inductor constructed at ARL, and a high-wattage, low-ohm resistive load. Diodes are used to clamp negatively ringing current and to create a symmetrically blocking switching unit (Fig. 5).
To find the peak current rating of the SGTO under wide-pulse conditions, current was slowly stepped up at intervals of 100 A to a point where the forward voltage drop of the device began to change. When anode-cathode current was pushed too high, the voltage drop would spike soon after the peak of the current waveform. This resulted in extra heating within the device and would lead to catastrophic failure if repeated several times. Once a safe, repeatable current was determined for each device, one thousand low duty cycle shots were programmed utilizing nine-second gaps between switching events. Upon completing this test, the SGTOs were high-potted to look for any change in blocking capability. This procedure was previously used to monitor degradation in smaller silicon carbide switches [8].

Additionally, one pair of SGTOs was connected in parallel in the same circuit in order to evaluate the potential for current sharing between multiple devices. The two SGTOs were in separate packages with the inductance and resistance of their circuit connections roughly matched (Fig. 6). The same single gate driver was used to circulate current through two parallel gate resistors. The high-level pulse currents through the SGTOs were monitored with Rogowski coils at the devices’ anode connections. Sharing was monitored up through 1000 single pulses.

**B. Results**

SGTOs were pulsed as high as 1.6 kA, or a current density of 4.4 kA/cm² over the active area. For the range of devices evaluated, 1.25 kA was a common repeatable current at 3.5 kA/cm² (Fig. 7). Forward voltage drop was monitored over the course of 1000 shots and was not seen to increase significantly (Fig. 8). Typical peak power dissipation during a single pulse was 12 kW. When the SGTOs were repeatedly pulsed beyond 1.3 kA, the forward voltage drop would increase with each subsequent shot. Figure 9 shows an example of this. For three single-shot, sequential pulses of 1.3 kA, the $V_{ak}$ increased by 1.2 V (>1 kW additional) per pulse. Continuing switching at 1.3 kA or higher would have brought upon thermal runaway and failed this device short. Possible reasons for this change in the voltage waveform include current crowding at the high current level, or lingering heating effects from the previous pulse, contributing to a higher overall internal temperature. When the current level was lowered below 1.3 kA, forward drop returned to normal levels. For some SGTOs, this change to the $V_{ak}$ did not occur until higher pulse current levels, up to the aforementioned 1.6 kA. For this reason, 1.25 kA was chosen as the safe, across-the-board operational current level for the 1-ms pulse. This current value and density correspond to the peak current reliably pulsed with 0.16 cm² SiC SGTOs previously [2].

![Figure 6. Pair of SGTO packages connected in parallel. Protruding wires at the center were used to connect the anode return side of the gate driver. Rogowski coils used to monitor current sharing can be seen near the top of the photo.](image)

![Figure 7. Peak reliable current (1250 A) and recorded anode-cathode voltage drop (9 V) for the SGTO. Voltage measurement was not introduced until the time t=200 μs.](image)

![Figure 8. Little variation in anode-cathode voltage drop over the course of 1000 pulses.](image)
The paralleled SGTOs shared gate current and cathode current well. The original gate current of 1.2 A was split between the two devices’ gates. At the peak of the cathode current pulse, each device carried ±10 A, or within 1% of ideal, even current sharing (Fig. 10). The total current output was 2.5 kA. This pair of SGTOs was switched 1000 times without any change in current sharing.

C. Further Testing
Silicon Power Corp. is directing assembly of four-chip SGTO modules for further parallel device switching. Groups of four SGTOs will share a common cathode plate and utilize Silicon Power’s ThinPak lid rather than wire bonds. These modules will be used to verify packaging performance and parallel integration of several SGTOs. The modules are expected to block greater than 5 kV and switch about 5 kA of current. Information garnered from this portion of the study will aid the follow-on development of larger, higher current silicon carbide SGTO modules using the current silicon SGTO hardware.

IV. SUMMARY

Silicon carbide SGTOs fabricated at 0.5 cm² die area were switched up to 1.25 kA at a 1-ms wide pulse width. SGTOs were pulsed over 1000 times without increase in forward voltage drop or signs of degradation. Pairs of devices were also switches in parallel and demonstrated current sharing within 1% of ideal sharing. Current division remained consistent through 1000 switching events. These results suggest that six of these 0.5 cm² SGTO could replace one current-generation 3.5 cm² silicon SGTO and carry 40% more current and handle more than twice the action in a smaller footprint. The results support further development of larger area, higher voltage silicon carbide SGTOs to meet the Army’s pulsed power switching needs.
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Figure 9. Vₜₐₖ rising when the current level was pushed too high (1300 A) for one of the SGTOs. Current was reduced for subsequent pulses, and the Vₜₐₖ returned to its original relatively flat shape.

Figure 10. Overlying currents carried by two parallel SGTOs (identified as X6Y8 and X5Y6). Total combined current was 2.5 kA. Sharing was within ±1%, with X6Y8 peaking at 1.27 kA and X5Y6 peaking at 1.29 kA.